ABOUT SGS E-VALUATOR®

- Dynamic and automated solution pinpointing suspicious values in real-time
- Revenue maximising tool allowing customs to collect full duties and taxes
- Accurate, instantly available and regularly refreshed price database using validated data

Increasingly globalised and intertwined economies coupled with continued growth in international trade volumes bring up new challenges for customs administration. The phase-out of pre-shipment inspections for value and classification means that customs need to:

- Ensure independent and duly substantiated valuation assessment
- Address low valuation compliance and prevalence of falsified documentation
- Analyse valuation issues and take decisions in a very short lapse of time
- Acquire skills and knowledge relevant to modernised valuation controls
- Meet domestic and international legal requirements of customs valuation

KEY BENEFITS

- Protection of customs revenue, assured without external interference
- Advanced valuation control thanks to cutting-edge technology
- Seamless integration with customs management systems and processes
- Ownership and acquisition of lasting capacity for customs
- Direct access to a validated and corroborated price database covering thousands of products
- Full compliance with WTO obligations
A fully integrated solution to support customs valuation

SGS E-Valuator® is a sophisticated, secured and user-friendly computerised tool seamlessly interfaced with your Customs Management System (CMS) for automated valuation assessments.

Potential revenue loss for each declaration is estimated and local support from experts ensures a good functioning of the system. Further assistance from our global network can also give you the edge in even the most complex valuation cases.

SGS E-Valuator® provides validated price references in the form of a regularly updated database. The application permits to define product in an accurate manner using standard description tags in addition to HS code and origin.

Fully abiding by WTO rules on customs valuation, the system is designed to be adapted to your needs, including if they are evolving. We work closely with you to ensure that it is maintained, robust and future-proofed.

WHY SGS?

SGS is the world’s leading inspection, verification, testing and certification company. SGS is recognised as the global benchmark for quality and integrity.

SGS offers a unique set of expertise, experiences, resources and network for verification of customs value and risk profiling of international trade transactions.

Efficiency and cost-optimisation are no longer the sole drivers in business development strategies. Successful businesses recognise the importance of offering their workforce continuous development and training. Motivated and effective teams create industry leaders.

To obtain further information on how SGS can help you implement state-of-the-art valuation control, please do not hesitate to get in touch with us at evaluator@sgs.com

EXTERNAL PRICE SURVEILLANCE
Monthly price surveillance feeding a database of accurate and validated prices

AUTOMATIC SCREENING
SGS E-Valuator® performs price comparison of declared values with reference prices

RISK ANALYSIS MODULE
Alerts are built into the system identifying high risk transactions thereby maximising efficiency

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
Instant access to price database and report generating to support operations

PROXIMITY ASSISTANCE
Strengthening of local customs capacity including expert support on maintenance and valuation

PAPERLESS TRACEABILITY MODEL
All data captured is digitised and traceable, thus facilitating and speeding up processes

WHEN YOU NEED TO BE SURE